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[This post is about the SELF[n] workshop series that took place in Hartell Gallery, in Sibley 
Hall, at Cornell.]
!
So just last week, I participated in a project (mainly using Skype) where I had a few 
pointed interactions with people that I had never met in Dehli, India. Essentially, we 
played a game. We teamed up with a group of Cornell students (my classmates), and had 
to come up with a series of things that we had in common with our Delhi counterparts. 
The catch? The things we had in common had to be more uncommon than those of 
another Ithaca-Delhi group in the next room.
!
The project, put on by artist Amitesh Grover, brought up all sorts of questions: What 
would we find in common cross-culturally? How could we communicate this via Skype? 
(And because our partners were mostly high school age boys) Would the gender and age 
differences matter?
 !

[This is an image of Amitesh Grover's Social 
Game, which had a pretty similar format to 
the game we played]
!
It turns out that the Skype call actually 
facilitated our interactions but revealed our 
distance. Often we’d have to restart the call, 
or the static would overcome our 
conversations. We’d also have to choose a 
spokesperson to shout into the microphone, 
creating even more layers through which to 
communicate. But it was interesting to note 
these things. It was interesting to actually 
witness hierarchies forming within the game, 

within the ways we talked with one another. It was bizarre to even succeed (we actually 
won the game) despite the obvious handicaps of video-chatting.
!
But these are all themes that Amitesh plays with: the disconnect revealed by technology; 
the cultural bridge created by it; the transformation of people into online avatars. (We 
actually talked about this–the idea that even while seeing a person’s face via Skype, they 
can still become an avatar, an idea, a manifestation.) This becomes extremely important 
when we think about fragmentation: the idea that the self does not exist in a singular 
form, but instead breaks into several (when confronted with different situations, or even 
with different technologies).
!
Needless to say, when Amitesh came to talk to our class yesterday, I lingered, discussing 
all of these ideas, especially as they factored into distance globally. In fact, even after we 
finished talking, I asked him where his next project would take place. There followed our 
consideration of an interesting conundrum. Where do you hold a globally-linked social 
game? And how can you get everyone involved?
!
And just so I don’t get too long winded, I’ll post the link to Amitesh’s blog so you can see 
for yourself some of his more interesting projects:

http://nettingart.wordpress.com/2011/10/18/selfn-workshops/

